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The influence of the surrounding cavity on the efficiency of different types of polaritonic emitters of THz
radiation has been analysed. It is demonstrated that THz lasing threshold in realistic structures cannot be
achieved without a THz cavity, due to destruction of polaritons via excitonic Mott transition. Even modest
values of cavity quality factor (not exceeding 50) provide significant quantum efficiency.
T
he development of compact, cheap and reliable solid state sources of THz radiation remains one of the
unresolved problem of modern technology due to a low rate (of the order of inverse milliseconds) of THz
radiative transitions while the lifetime of the excited charge carriers is typically shorter, i.e. in picosecond
range1–7. Recently, polaritonic emitters of THz radiation have been proposed where the THz radiative transition
occurs into a polariton condensate state and therefore experiences bosonic stimulation8. Moreover, polariton
condensation and lasing has been experimentally demonstrated for quantum microcavities based on GaAs9,
CdTe10 andGaN11. Soon after the suggestion of the basic idea for polaritonic emitters8, several possible schemes of
such devices have been proposed12–15. In standard lasers, radiative transitions occur between different quantum
states of electrons, namely particles which are fermions. Thus, the occupancy numbers of the electronic states
does not exceed unity. In this case, lasing threshold is achieved when the population of the optical photonic
(bosonic) mode reaches a threshold value16. In polaritonic THz devices, however, the radiative THz transition can
be stimulated via two differentmechanisms: either when (i) the population of a polaritonic condensate state or (ii)
a THz mode reaches threshold value. In later case, the rate of radiative transition, accompanied by a THz
emission, significantly increases. This paper is aimed to compare the efficiency of the THz emission of polaritonic
THz devices operating in the regime of single bosonic stimulation when stimulation is provided by formation of
only polaritonic condensate, and in the regime of double bosonic stimulation when the populations of both
polariton condensate and the THz mode are above the threshold.
Results
In our consideration, the accumulation of THz photons has been provided by placing polaritonic emitter into an
additional THz radiation cavity which is reasonable since high Q (,1500 at 0.3 THz) cavities in the THz region
have been recently experimentally demonstrated using a Distributed Bragg Mirror approach17. For that, stacked
layers of high resistivity silicon, with well-defined thicknesses and air gaps, have been constructed to flank, thus
forming a cavity. We will consider here a structure for polaritonic THz emitter consisting of polaritonic micro-
cavity with a quantumwell placed into an additional cavity constructed for THz radiation as schematically shown
in Fig. 1.
Confinement of the THz photons in the cavity leads to increasing photon lifetime t, which become propor-
tional to the cavity quality factor Q: t 5 t0Q, where t0 is the lifetime of THz photons without the THz cavity.
Further, the cavity presence affects emission process via Purcell effect18.
The characteristic probability W0 of the THz photon spontaneous emission in the free space due to radiative
transitions between polaritonic levels is estimated using a Fermi golden rule, which gives:
W0~a f xj jih ij j e
2V3
pc2
ð1Þ
where a < 1/137 is a fine structure constant, e is a dielectric constant and V is a Rabi splitting of the polariton
modes. Since the value of the matrix element Æfjxjiæ is usually a fraction of the Bohr radius aB (typical value of this
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quantity is about aB/5), the maximal value of the probability of the
radiative THz transition in polaritonic emitter, Wmax, can be esti-
mated asWmax~aa
2
Be
2V3

25pc2
 
. This gives an upper limit of the
radiative THz transition rate. We have calculatedWmax presented in
Table 1 for two types of microcavities, bulk and with embedded
quantum well (QW), constructed on several semiconductor materi-
als. Typical values of Rabi splitting hV, exciton Bohr radius aB, and
dielectric constant e are taken from Ref. (9–11, 19–24).
As aforementioned, the presence of the THz cavity will modify the
emission probability via Purcell effect. Thus, in phenomenological
approach assuming that probability of emission increases via Purcell
effect, we can write:
W~W0Q ð2Þ
At the same time, the framework of common models for typical
lasers, in the case when radiative broadening is much smaller than
non-radiative broadening c, the emission probability does not
depend on the cavity Q-factor and is given by16
W~4pa
V
c
c f xj jih ij j2
V
ð3Þ
where V is a mode volume.
In the present study, we have considered three types of polaritonic
THz emitters: (i) emitters based on mixing of the upper polariton
state with the dark exciton8; (ii) polaritonic cascade lasers12–13; and
(iii) emitters based on the transition between a dark 2p-exciton and a
polariton condensate formed by an s-exciton14.
For each system we have analysed the population of polaritonic
states and the THzmode using a set of steady-state Boltzmann equa-
tions, specific for each type of emitter, described in details in
Methods. We calculate the occupancies of the THzmode, the polari-
tonic states and a quantum efficiency of the emitters as a function of
the pumping rate and the THz cavity quality factor Q. For all con-
sidered systems we have used the same probability of the spontan-
eous emissionW05 103 s21 and the same polariton decay time t05
1 ps. The THz emitter based on mixing of the upper polariton state
with the dark excitonTHz emitter based on polaritonic cascade lasers
(i.e. cases (i) and (ii), respectively) will be analysed using Eqs. 2 and 3.
For the last type of the THz emitter (iii) the emission probability used
was taken to W 5 103 s21.
Polaritons are formed by coupled photons and excitons, which sets
an upper limit for polariton concentration in the system. When
distances between excitons become comparable to the Bohr radius
aB, excitons start to screen each other and the exciton gas is replaced
by the electron-hole plasma25, which corresponds to two-dimen-
sional (2D) exciton density of ,1012 cm22. Other estimates show
even smaller 2D exciton Mott density, of the order of,1011 cm22 9.
We note here that photonic disorder, which inevitably presents in
microcavity structures, sets the upper limit for a characteristic size of
polariton condensates. Experimentally observed polariton conden-
sates have a typical size of 10 mm3 10 mm11,26, which, together with a
characteristic exciton Bohr radius of the order of 10 nmor less, limits
the maximal number of polaritons in the system to ,5 3 106.
Taking into account abovementioned issues, we have calculated
populations for the polaritonic states and for the THzmode as well as
external quantum efficiencies for three types of THz emitters solving
a set of corresponding equations for each case, i.e. Eqs. 4–7, 8–10 and
11–13, respectively. Consequently, Fig. 2 shows occupancies of the
lower (a) and the upper (b) polariton states, occupancy of the THz
mode (c) and external quantum efficiency for the emitter of type (i)
using Eq. 2. This emitter utilizes the transition from the mixed state
of the upper polariton and the dark exciton with the populationU to
the lower polariton with the population L. Dashed white lines in
Fig. 2 represent isolines indicating that the total number of polaritons
in the system is equal to 53 106, corresponding to the excitonicMott
transition.
Similarly, Fig. 3 shows occupancies of the lower (a) and the upper
(b) polariton states, population of the THz mode (c) and an external
quantum efficiency (d) for the same emitter of type (i), calculated
now using Eq. 3 for the emission probability.
For the emitters based on polaritonic cascade lasers, the results are
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 using Eq. 2 and Eq.3 for the emission
probability, respectively. And, finally, we present results calculated
for the type (iii) THz emitter, which is a vertical cavity polariton
system utilizing transition between 2p-exciton and 1s-polariton.
Fig. 6 (a), (b), (c) and (d) present occupancies (P) of 2p exciton, 1s
–polariton (S), THz mode, and the quantum efficiency, respectively,
for a vertical cavity polaritonic THz emitter.
Discussion
It can be seen in Fig. 2, that the dependence of occupancy as a
function of pumping rate I demonstrates a threshold–like behaviour,
and that pumping above the threshold results in a saturation of the
quantum efficiency at the level of ,0.5 (see Fig. 2(d)). Notably, this
value is much higher than the efficiency of the quantum cascade
laser3. When the pumping rate exceeds a critical value, marked by
the isoline, indicating the total number of polaritons in the system
corresponding to the Mott transition, excitons are screened and,
thus, polaritonic effects, including radiative THz transitions, dis-
appear. It can be seen that the minimal value of the quality factor
Q required to achieve the threshold without the destruction of polar-
Figure 1 | Schematic drawing of the structure for a polaritonic THz
emitter: polaritonic microcavity with a quantum well is placed into the
cavity with THz radiation.
Table 1 | Typical values of the Rabi splitting hV in bulk microcavities and inmicrocavities with embeddedQWs, exciton Bohr radius aB, and
dielectric constant e together with the calculated maximal probability of the radiative transition for polaritons in bulk microcavity and in
microcavities with QW based on GaAs, CdTe, GaN and ZnO
GaAs, bulk GaAs, QW CdTe, bulk CdTe, QW GaN, bulk GaN, QW ZnO, bulk
V, meV 3 5–15 7 10–20 31 60 70–120
aB, nm 11.2 7 7 2.8 2.8 1.7 1.8
e 13.1 n/a 10.4 n/a 9.5 n/a 7.7
Wmax, ms21 2 7 7 10 80 150 250
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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itons due to the excitonic Mott transition does not exceed 10. That is
an encouraging result, since the Purcell factor in the considered
system cannot exceed the ratio between the frequency of the emission
and a width of the polaritonic level: when the energy level of an
emitter is broadened, the cavity Purcell factor is replaced by the
material Purcell factor, and even for ZnO based cavities it cannot
exceed the level of few hundreds.
When the efficiency of the emission does not increase with the Q-
factor of the cavity, lasing threshold occurs at a higher pumping level,
but qualitatively the behaviour of the systems, described by equations
(2) and (3), is similar.
The dependencies on pumping rate I and the quality factor Q
calculated of the occupancy of the highest (with occupancy PN)
and the lowest level (with occupancy P0) in the cascade (Fig. 4
Figure 2 | Populations (a) of the lower (L) and (b) of the upper (U) polaritonic levels, (c) of the THzmode T and (d) an external quantum efficiency as a
function of pumping rate I and the quality factor of the THz cavity Q for polaritonic THz emitter based on mixing of the upper polariton state
with the dark exciton. Calculations are done using Eq. 4–7. A modelling was performed using Eq. 2 for emission probability. The following parameters
have been used: tL5 1 ps, tU5 1 ps, tR5 100 ps, tUR5 10 ps, tLR5 10 ps. The dashed white isoline shows a pumping level corresponding to 53 10
6
polaritons in the system.
Figure 3 | Populations (a) of the lower (L) and (b) of the upper (U) polaritonic levels, (c) of the THzmode T and (d) an external quantum efficiency as a
function of pumping rate I and the quality factor of the THz cavity Q for the same polaritonic THz emitters of type (i) calculated using Eqs. 4–7.
Here, Eq. 3 has been used for the emission probability. The following values were used for other parameters: tL 5 1 ps, tU 5 1 ps, tR 5 100 ps,
tUR 5 10 ps, tLR 5 10 ps. The dashed white isoline shows a pumping level corresponding to 5 3 10
6 polaritons in the system.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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(a,b)), using Eq. 2, are similar to the case of the emitter with a single
THz transition shown in Fig. 2; however, the threshold is achieved at
a slightly lower level of pumping intensity and sufficiently below the
pumping level corresponding to the excitonic Mott transition. At the
same time, the occupancy of the THz mode in Fig. 4(c) is several
times larger and the quantum efficiency (Fig. 4(d)) saturates at the
level exceeding unity. An interesting feature of the considered system
is a non-linear, N-shaped dependence of the occupancy of the high-
est polariton level with pumping rate. Although S-shaped behaviour
of the occupancy of the polariton modes due to a blue shift of the
polariton level has already been experimentally demonstrated27, N–
shaped behaviour opens new possibilities for applications of the
polaritons in optical signal processing.
If the probability of spontaneous emission does not depend on the
Q-factor, then, according to Eq. 3, the lasing threshold can be
achieved at the higher pumping level, and in this case the external
quantum efficiency has a smaller maximal value, as clearly shown in
Fig. 5 (d).
Figure 4 | Populations of the highest (a) and the lowest (b) polariton level, THz mode (c), and an external quantum efficiency as a function of pumping
rate I and quality factor of THz cavity Q for cascade polaritonic THz emitter described with 7 polaritonic levels11,12. A modelling was made using
Eqs. 8–10 and Eq. 2 for emission probability. Parameters used for calculations: tL5 1 ps, tU5 1 ps, tR5 100 ps, tR15 10 ps, tR25 10 ps, tLR5 10 ps.
The dashed white isoline shows a pumping level corresponding to 5 3 106 polaritons in the system.
Figure 5 | Populations of the highest (a) and the lowest (b) polariton level in the cascade, THzmode (c), and an external quantum efficiency as a function
of pumping rate I and quality factor of THz cavity Q. Calculations are done using Eqs. 8–10 for the same cascade polaritonic THz emitter as in Fig.4, using
now Eq. 3 for emission probability. Following parameters were utilized for modeling: tL 5 1 ps, tU 5 1 ps, tR 5 100 ps, tR1 5 10 ps,
tR2 5 10 ps, tLR5 10 ps. The dashed white isoline shows a pumping level corresponding to 5 3 10
6 polaritons in the system.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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We compare now results calculated for the third case (see Fig. 6),
i.e. for a vertical cavity polariton emitter exploiting transition
between 2p-exciton and 1s-polariton. In this case, the THz radiative
emission corresponds to the transition from 2p exciton state to a
lower polariton formed by 1 s exciton, while the pump of 2p exciton
state is provided by two-photon absorption from ‘‘pumping’’ mode
with occupancyA. Recently, such polaritonic emitter with a cavity for
THz radiation has been theoretically considered28; however, no sys-
tematic analysis of the influence of the Q-factor of the THz cavity on
the threshold pumping value was provided.
It can be seen that when the cavity for the THz radiation is absent
(i.e. when Q 5 1), the lasing threshold cannot be achieved for the
polariton densities below the critical density of the excitonic Mott
transition. An increase ofQ-factor leads to the decrease of the thresh-
old pumping, but the quantum efficiency cannot reach saturation,
and it does not exceed 1022 at the pumping level corresponding to the
excitonic Mott transition. We note also, that the modelling carried
out using Eqs. 11–13 does not consider the interaction of the polar-
itons with a reservoir (i.e. scattering of excitons and polaritons),
which usually increases the threshold pumping and decreases the
quantum efficiency.
Limiting mechanism preventing the achievement of the THz las-
ing threshold is the excitonic Mott transition. However, this effect is
not investigated in detail. Various theoretical estimates suggest that
the critical 2D excitonic Mott density corresponds to ,1011–
1012 cm22 9,25. At the same time, experimental studies29, indicate that
theMott transition occurs gradually within the interval of the exciton
density from ,1010 cm22 to ,1011 cm22. Thus, the value of critical
concentration shown in figures 2–6 should be considered as an
estimate, and can, in principle, vary within one order of magnitude
in realistic structures.
In conclusion, we have analysed the influence of the cavity for THz
radiation on polaritonic THz emitters. We have used two theoretical
models: (i) when spontaneous emission rate of polaritons is propor-
tional to the cavity Q-factor, and (ii) when the rate of emission is
fixed. We have shown that in such polaritonic systems, where the
polariton density required for the lasing threshold is above the crit-
ical density of the excitonicMott transition, the THz lasing threshold
cannot be achieved without an additional THz cavity. At the same
time, embedding polaritonic microcavity into a cavity for the THz
radiation even with a moderate Q-factor (up to 50) provide a THz
lasing at pumping levels corresponding to the polariton densities
below the excitonic Mott transition.
Methods
Wehave done calculations of the population of polaritonic states and a THzmode for
three different models of polaritonic THz emitters: (i) based on mixing of the upper
polariton state with the dark exciton; (ii) based on polaritonic cascade lasers; and (iii)
based on the transition between a dark 2p-exciton and a polariton condensate formed
by an s-excitons.
For each system we analyse the population of polaritonic states and a THz mode
using a set of steady-state Boltzmann equations, specific for each type of emitter,
described in Ref. [8, 12–14].
The emitter of type (i) utilizes the transition from the mixed state of the upper
polariton and the dark exciton with the population U to the lower polariton with the
population L.
In an equilibrium state, it is described by a set of Boltzmann equations:
IzW LT Uz1ð Þ{U Lz1ð Þ Tz1ð Þ½ ~U 1=tUz1=tURð Þ ð4Þ
R(Lz1)=tLRzW U(Lz1)(Tz1){LT(Uz1)½ ~L=tL ð5Þ
W½U(Lz1)(Tz1){LT(Uz1)~T=t ð6Þ
{R(Lz1)=tLRzU=tUR~R=tR ð7Þ
where R and T are occupancies of polaritonic reservoir and of THz mode, respect-
ively; tU, tL, tR and t are the lifetimes of the upper polariton, lower polariton,
polaritons in reservoir, and THz mode, respectively; 1/tUR and 1/tLR are the rate of
polariton transition between the reservoir and the polaritonic upper and lower levels.
The parameters used for modelling are the same as in Ref.(8) except for the values of
the polariton lifetimes: in the current modelling we use, instead of the highest value
corresponding to a fully optimized structure, the realistic value for a standard
structure, which is equal to 1 ps.
For the emitters of type (ii) based on polaritonic cascade12,13, the occupancies in
equilibrium can be described by the following equations:
IdiNzW(1{diN )½Piz1(Piz1)(Tz1){Pi(Piz1z1)T
zzW(1{di0)½Pi{1(Piz1)T{Pi(Pi{1z1)(Tz1)
{(1{di0)Pi=t
{
i z(Piz1)R=t
z
i ~Pi=ti
ð8Þ
Figure 6 | Occupations of 2p-exciton state (a) and s-polariton state (b), THz mode (c), and an external quantum efficiency (d) as a function of the
occupancy of the pumping mode A and the quality factor Q for the THz cavity in the vertical cavity polaritonic THz emitters. Calculations are
performed according to Eqs. 11–13. Parameters used are following: WG 5 10
29 ps21, Wg 5 10
210 ps21, tP 5 100 ps, and tS 5 1 ps.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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XN
i~1
Wi {Pi{1(Piz1)TzPi(Pi{1z1)(Tz1)½ ~T=t ð9Þ
XN
i~0
½(1{di0)Pi=t{i {(Piz1)R=tzi ~R=tR ð10Þ
where I is the pumping intensity, T, R and Pi (where i changes from 0 to N) –are
occupancy numbers of the THz mode, polaritonic reservoir and polariton states,
respectively; W is a probability of the radiative THz transitions between the polari-
tonic levels; 1/ti2 and 1/ti1 are the probabilities of the transitions from the polaritonic
level with index ‘‘i’’ to the reservoir and back, respectively; tR, I/I ti are the lifetimes of
polaritons in the reservoir and in the levels of the cascade, respectively.
Finally, as type (iii) emitter we consider a vertical cavity polariton emitter utilizing
transition between 2p-exciton and 1s-polariton14. In the system of this type, the THz
radiative transition occurs from 2p exciton state to a lower polariton formed by 1 s
exciton, and the pumping of 2p exciton state is provided by a two-photon absorption
from ‘‘pumping’’ mode (with an occupancy A). Occupancies of the s-exciton (S) and
2p-polariton (P) states in this situation are described by a set of equations:
P
tp
~Wg (
g(2)(0)
2
A2{P(2Az1))zWG(ST(Pz1)){P(Sz1)(Tz1) ð11Þ
S
ts
~WG(P(Sz1)(Tz1){ST(Pz1)) ð12Þ
T
t
~WG(P(Sz1)(Tz1){ST(Pz1)) ð13Þ
where tp and ts are the lifetimes of 2p-exciton and s- polariton,Wg characterizes the
probability of a two-photon absorption, and g(2) is the second order coherence
function.
For THz emitters of each type we have also calculated an external quantum effi-
ciency according to b 5 T/(tI), where I is a pumping intensity, T and t is an occu-
pancy and lifetime of corresponding THz mode, respectively.
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